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OPENING THOUGHT:
I will endeavor to embark on a very, very strange subject to most in the body of MeshiYaH (Messiah). This is the
topic of Nephilim! Even at the risk of losing friends, family and associates. Why? Because I honestly feel that not
attempting to answer them is cowardly and I believe it poses and even bigger threat if we don’t discuss it. We as
his children must answer the world’s questions regarding these difficult matters. We will continue to lose
hundreds of thousands because we dare not study, test and even shake the foundations of what we have believed
to be true.
As you have read in my other messages and seen in the some of the pictures I’ve sent, that I have attempted to
challenge you to open your scriptures and your lev (heart) to see if your traditions would hold water when tested
against YHWH’s (YaHuWaH’s) word. Now again I say I dare you to be challenged as I am confident that no matter
the argument against the word of YHWH (YaHuWaH) is, we can answer the most difficult of questions if we are
willing to study and listen. I’m going to attempt to help you get rid of traditions as we will get into the scriptures
and pick apart what we’ve been taught. We must be willing to get rid of these traditions deeply embedded in our
faith that doesn’t allow us to see the truth before us. Let’s allow scripture always to have the final word on these
matters and truly hear the warnings that YHWH’s (YaHuWaH’s) word of warning has been sounding! Before we
continue I want to first add a quote that I think must always be considered as you venture in any new course of
study . . .
“There is a principle which is a BAR against all information which is proof against all argument, and which
cannot fail to keep man in everlasting ignorance. That principle is condemnation before investigation”. –Edmund
Spencer
STYLE:
To make this study easy I will keep it short, and to the point to keep you engaged and to try and make things easy
to understand. We will hopefully learn together to always be ready to give and explanation when our faith is
tested. I pray you enjoy and learn as we embark on this study together. Now on to our Study . . .
THE RETURN OF THE NEPHILIM!
Before we open this can of worms I want to make sure that we truly understand
just who the Nephilim are and their origin. I will also try cover as we move
along other views and misconceptions on the matter.
Please understand that this is a latter day matter that we the House of
YaHshra’el must deal with as stated by The Master Himself. In three different
places in scripture we see 4 of MeshiYaH’s disciples inquire of his return and
MeshiYaH begins his answer by this peculiar statement, “TAKE HEED THAT NO
MAN DECEIVE YOU” Mattityahu (Mathew) 24:4 *Please understand that this
is a deep spiritual matter and there will be a great attempt by the enemy and
his cohorts to deceive the reality of this spiritual matter! As the Master was
warning his disciple He then gives us a clue and a starting point to uncover the
mystery of this last day.
“But as the days of Noah were so shall the coming of the Ben Ahdahm be”. Mattityahu (Mathew) 24:37
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The Master is directly referring to the accounts of Beresheeth (Genesis) Chap 6:
1. And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born to them,
2. That the sons of Elohim saw the daughters of men that they were beautiful; and they took for themselves wives
of all which they chose.
3. And YHWH (YaHuWaH) said, My Ruach shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days
shall be one hundred and twenty years.
4. There were Nephilim in the earth in those days; and also after, that, when the sons of Elohim came into the
daughters of men, and they bore children to them, the same became mighty men who were of old, men of FAME.
First fact we must consider is that the word Nephilim is only used 2x in
scripture. So that tells us we must consider the importance of this word as
Moshe (Moses) did not throw this word around loosely and it also must have
been a word not to be mixed in with the ordinary. The Hebrew word Nephilim
comes from the root word Nephal. It literally means to fall, to be cast down, to
fall away, to desert or deserter. Some theologians say it just means tyrant, but
will show you through scripture why this simply cannot be the case. The Arabic
translation of this word is: those who came from Orion’s belt. As we see in the
Arabic language it surely means much more than just a simple tyrant or thug.

I

I should note that verse 1 and verse 2 should be one sentence. When we read
this as one sentence we start to see a bigger picture than what we’ve might
have been previously taught. Notice the verse here starts with, when Men started to multiply… we then can see
the transition in the verse as it says that the sons of Elohim . . . This son of Elohim in Hebrew reads The Bene
Ha’Elohim.
* I will now show you using scripture and also with the Hebrew Language that Bene Ha’Elohim refers to as a Direct
Creation of YHWH (YaHuWaH).
Adahm (Adam) was a direct creation of YHWH (YaHuWaH). We are not direct creations of YHWH (YaHuWaH) we
are referred to as the Ben Adahms (Adam), or Sons of Adahm (Adam). That is our problem as the whole book of
Romans refers to. NOW! As stated in Yochanan (John) 1:12
“But as many has received Him, To them gave He POWER to become the sons of YHWH”.
We very easily see this term has a technical meaning; To become a Bene Ha’Elohim we need the Power of The
Ruach Ha’kodesh Himself (The Set-Apart Spirit). When we come into the salvation of YHWH (YaHuWaH), we are
given the seal to become as He is in His Malchut (kingdom) when we are taken in the resurrection.
Let us also see how this term the sons of Elohim is used in the Tanak (1st. Testement) and New Covenant (New
Testament).
READ: Job 1:6, 2:1, 38:7 We see the Malachim (Angles) a.k.a Sons of Elohim a.k.a Bene Ha’Elohim Meeting with
YHWH (YaHuWaH). Also Luka (Luke) 20:6 we see children or Bene Ha’Elohim. Also The Book of Enoch used and
quoted by the Navi (Prophets) and very popular up until around the 2nd century and also found with the dead sea
scrolls we see the term Bene Ha’Elohim as Fallen Malachim (Angels).
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We also see this term/idea used in the Septuigent (LXX) The Greek version of the Tanak. *(We will see later how
this is used)
So in verse 2 when we see the Bene Ha’Elohim came into the Daughters of Men or (Benoth Adahm), it becomes
very clear picture that there was a mixing of Daughters of men and these son’s of Elohim a.k.a Fallen Malachim
(Angels). A cross breeding of Men & Malachim!
*NOTE: This is where people say “The Bible says that Malachim (Angels) in the Shamayim don’t marry nor are they
given in marriage! To that I say Omaine v’ Omaine. BUT let’s break down what the Master said here exactly!
Mattityahu (Mathew) 22:30
“For in the resurrection THEY neither marry or are given in marriage, but are like the heavenly malachim of YHWH
in the shamayim (Heavens).
First let’s notice that he’s talking about Marriage and not Breeding! Secondly let’s notice He’s using the Malachim
(angels) as a comparison of the They or people who won’t Marry no more! Third let’s notice that He is talking
about the Malachim in the shamayim (Heavens) or his Malachim who stayed in His Malchut (Kingdom). Forthly He
is not talking about the Bene Ha’Elohim a.k.a Fallen Malachim that left their First Estate! *“Please note this as we
will come back to this very issue in later in our study”.
So the Nephilim are the Bi-Product of this strange Union of the
Benoth Adahm ( Daughters of Men) & Bene Ha’Elohim (Son’s of
Elohim) or direct Creation of YHWH (YaHuWaH). Not as some
have falsely taught that are the fallen ones themselves, but are
Named after their fathers who are the true Fallen Ones!
Note: It’s very important to understand this point, because later
when we get into Barmidbar (Numbers) 13 we will not have a leg
to stand on when it come to some of the counter arguments to
this point.
Now that we understand who the Nephilim are and who they are
not, we will get into the scriptures to not only dissect who they actually were on earth, but will they return? Are
they still here? Will they try to mix with us again?
*Please study these words and the verses because in our second study we will go more in depth and don’t want you
to be left in ignorance of this very important study!
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